Brian Kemp has been Georgia Secretary of State since January 2010. Among the office’s wide-ranging responsibilities, the Secretary of State is charged with conducting secure, accessible and fair elections, the registration of corporations, the oversight and regulation of securities and the administration of professional license holders.

As Georgia’s Chief Elections Administrator, Kemp has restructured delivery of numerous services to more closely align with the needs of constituents by digitizing interactions between the agency and voters and has established Georgia as a national model for election security. Kemp achieved significant victories for the protection of election security when he filed suit against the U.S. Department of Justice to obtain preclearance of Georgia’s verification system for new voter registration applicants, which includes citizenship. Kemp also implemented the Stop Voter Fraud website so citizens can report questionable election-related activity online or by calling the Secretary of State’s Voter Fraud Hotline. He established the Secretary of State’s Election Advisory Council, composed of experienced election officials and leaders from across the state.

During his career, Kemp has helped found and develop many small businesses. Among his numerous business interests, he is the owner of Kemp Properties, a small business specializing in real estate investments and property management.

He served in the Georgia State Senate from 2002 to 2006. Kemp served in committee leadership roles including Chair of Public Safety & Homeland Security and Vice-Chair of Higher Education.

Kemp, a lifelong resident of Athens, is a graduate of Clarke Central High School and of the University of Georgia, where he earned a Bachelor of Science in Agriculture.

He is married to the former Marty Argo of Athens. They are the parents of three daughters and are actively involved in various school activities with their children and various charities. The Kemps are active members of Emmanuel Episcopal Church in Athens.
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MICHAEI J. COLES COLLEGE
of BUSINESS

BACHELOR of BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION

Nausiba Abdulkarim Abdulkareem
Management
Hamed Abdullah
Finance
Abdulhamid Abdurahman
Accounting
Dylan Warner Adcock
Management
Emmanuel Addae
Information Security and Assurance
Lila S. Akian
Management
Taiwo Oluwatoyin Akinmurele
Finance
Tevin Devonne Akpoborie
Marketing
Isely Alba
Marketing
Ali Kheder Algamdi
International Business
Derril Antonio Allen
Accounting
Crystal Elizabeth Allinger
Management
Jasmin Andalja
Finance
Alissa Lyn Anderson
Management
Jacquelynn Suzanne Anderson
Accounting
Sonny Chase Anderson
Accounting
Daniel Steven Arnold
Marketing
Daniela Jaime Arreola
Accounting
Jacob Christian Askren
Information Systems
Jessica Nicole Bailey
Accounting
James Francis Balkcom
Accounting
Ross Ball
Information Systems
Keenan Andre Banks
Information Systems
Dana Barr
Economics
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Kennessaw State University
Kennesaw State University

BACHELOR of BUSINESS
MICHAEL J. COLES COLLEGE

Economics
Dana Barr
Information Systems
Keenan Andre Banks
Information Systems
Ross Ball
Accounting
Jessica Nicole Bailey
Information Systems
Jacob Christian Askren
Accounting
Sonny Chase Anderson
Accounting
Daniel Steven Arnold
Marketing
Daniela Jaime Arreola
Accounting
Jacob Christian Askren
Information Systems
Jessica Nicole Bailey
Accounting
James Francis Balkcom
Accounting
Ross Ball
Information Systems
Keenan Andre Banks
Information Systems
Dana Barr
Economics

* CUM LAUDE ** MAGNA CUM LAUDE *** SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Austen C. Clayton
Management
Sarah Elizabeth Clemens
Accounting
Glen D. Clements
Marketing
Clyde Emmanuel Saint Cloud
Accounting
Christopher Lloyd Clough
Information Security and Assurance
Tyler Reed Cohen
Management
Jennifer Lea Cole
Management
Kyle Scott Cole
Marketing
Jason Kyle Commins
Information Systems
Benjamin K. Compton
Finance
Ranee Marie Comstock
International Business
Jonathan Edward Ross Conwell
Information Systems
Justin Jerry Cooper
International Business
Cassandra Renee Cope
Marketing
Nicholas Com
Information Security and Assurance
John Winfield Coston, IV
Accounting
Debra Dalton
Management
Nathaniel Luke Dangar
Accounting
Soumia Danoudi
Accounting
Adam Christopher Davis
Information Systems
Charles Dylan Davis
Management
Eric Bradley Davis
Accounting
Connor Scott Deagan
Marketing
Travis Caleb Dean
Economics
Yan Delovskv
Management
Rachel Elizabeth Dennis
Marketing

Ronald J. DeMaio II
Information Systems
Fatoumata W. Diallo
Management
Moustapha Diallo
Accounting
Kristina Marie Dillon
Information Systems
Heather Nicole Dobson
Marketing
Trevor Alston Dodge
Marketing
Tracy Alan Dorin
Marketing
Thomas Scott Dowdy
Information Security and Assurance
Chelsea Rhiannon Dubelle
Marketing
Brittany Ann Duckworth
Marketing
Jordan W. Duggan
Finance
Mark Sean Duggan
Accounting
Heather Renee Dunham
Management
Evan Joseph Duplain
Economics
Ruthanne Katie Dyson
Accounting
Hassan Anthony Easley
Finance
Zachary Ryan Easterling
Finance
Alexander Orosz Edwards
Information Security and Assurance
Victoria Allison Edwards
Marketing
David Ellard
Marketing
Abshul Aben Jarmaral Ellis
International Business
Sarah Lesly Ann Elsasser
Finance
Stuart Michael English
Professional Sales
Arthur Ervolino
International Business
Jessica Nicole Fahey
Accounting
Erin Ellen Falb
Marketing

Rachel Elizabeth Feltner
Marketing
Jordan Douglas Ferris
Marketing
Stephen Gordon Fichtner
Accounting
Richard Michael Fiorillo, III
Finance
Casey Ray Fisher
Marketing
Kevin Michael Fitzpatrick
Management
Brian Joseph Fohlenbuehler
Accounting
Alexander Foretich
Information Systems
Karrah Shalyn Foster
Marketing
Perla Frantin
Finance
Vincent Fraumeni
Marketing
Kiara Janeam Freeman
Management
Papus James Freeman
Accounting
Sakurema Imani Freeman
Management
Jacob Bradley Freeriks
Information Systems
Caitline Leanneara Fricia
Management
Christopher Glenn Froemming
Marketing
Savannah Rose Fullerton
Finance
Jacob Adam Gaither
Management
Carlos Manuel Garcia
Management
Eric Garcia
Accounting
William Gregory Garner
Marketing
Jerrad C. Garrett
Management
Reagan Laura Gayles
Marketing
Nicholas Benjamin Geter
Marketing
Tessa Brianna Geyer
Marketing
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Management
Marcus Joseph Gilliam
Ryan Thomas Glancy
Ashlyn Nycale Glover
Calvin M. Graves
Management

Ryan Thomas Glancy
Marketing
Ashlyn Nycale Glover
Marketing
Victoria Funck Goodwin
Management
Darshini Aklalah Graham
Accounting
Calvin M. Graves
Management

Candy M. Gray
Management

Dylan Reed Gray
Accounting
Gary Clark Gray
Management
James Tyler Green
Management

Tanner Lee Green
Management

Nicholas Tannor Griffin
International Business
Kristen Renee Grisham
Marketing
Jennifer Catherine Grogan
Accounting

Thomas Hillyer Gunter
Marketing

Abeha Pokuah Gyasi
Information Systems
Jeremiah M. Haltbgewachs
Information Systems
Will Abdul Haley
Finance
Megan Alexandria Hall
Accounting
Sarah LaDonne Hammon
Accounting

Mike P. Hanamean
Management
Daniel Conor Hance
Marketing
Clifton Alex Handy
Accounting
Andrew Jan Harding
Management
Akiva Nicole Harper
Accounting
Leigh Anne Chambers Hartrampf
Management
Kelsey Ann Harvey
Management

Hernan Federico Hatem
International Business
Barret Christian Hayes
Management
Bria Hayes
Management
Melinda A. Heilbeck
Finance
Joshua David Holmer
Information Systems
Thomas James Hennigan, Jr.
Management
Johanna C. Hernandez
Accounting
Leslie Irene Herring
Management
Lacie Elizabeth Hester
Information Security and Assurance
JoAnn Hill
Finance
Jonathan David Hill
Accounting
Tia T. Hines
Management
Kiana Holman
Management
McKenzie Scott Hope
Finance
Darnell Kellee Hopson
Finance
Jacob Paul Hotinger
Management
Susan M. Hough
Accounting
Angela Marie Hovatter
Management
Bruce Eugene Hudson
Management
Joshua Paul Huff
Accounting
Hunter Thomas Hurst
International Business
Amirata Hydar
Economics
Jonathan Lee Hyland
Finance
Iliyana Ivanova Ivanova
Accounting
Sabrina Carter James
Management

Portland D. James
Management

Irina Anatolyevna Labouz
Information Systems

* CUM LAUDE
** MAGNA CUM LAUDE
*** SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Diego Arturo Ortega  
International Business  
Shantell M. Otis  
Accounting  
Nia Nicole Owens**  
Management  
Shenee Owens  
Finance  
Audrey Owusu-Nketia  
Accounting  
Jonathan Lamar Paden  
Management  
Monica L. Palm  
Management  
Neonlia Panasyuk*  
Economics  
Alissa Marie Pauida  
Marketing  
Ryan Matthew Penge  
International Business  
Javier Alejandro Perez  
International Business  
Natalie Elizabeth Perotti  
Management  
Troy Christian Peterson*  
Information Systems  
Robert Philizaire, Jr.  
Marketing  
Taylor Nicole Phillips  
Accounting  
Benjamin Charles Pierson  
Information Systems  
Mary Ellen Pierson  
Alliance  
Heiko Amparo Pinero, Jr.  
Marketing  
Joshua Pittman  
Finance  
Scarlett Anca Popescu  
Accounting  
Kyle Wesley Pritchett  
Management  
Alexandria Elizabeth Profitt*  
Accounting  
Kendrick Janelle Pulver**  
Economics  
Whitney Shenetha Rainey  
Accounting  
Richard Elwin Ram  
Finance  
Priya Pankaj Ramani***  
Marketing  
Jessica Lynn Rampley  
Accounting  
Alisha Nicole Rancone  
Finance  
Brandon Scott Rankin  
Management  
Jessica Real  
Finance  
Mark Robert Reed, Jr.*  
Accounting  
Talhata T. Revis  
Economics  
Garrett Lawrence Reynolds  
Accounting  
Shane W. Rice  
Information Systems  
Christopher Lyman Richardson  
Information Systems  
Alessia Bianca Roberson  
International Business  
Ashley Nicole Roberts**  
Marketing  
Davetta A. Roberts-Miller  
Management  
Eslly Kim Rodas  
Management  
Jorge Dela Mereczdez Rodriguez, Jr.  
Information Systems  
John Rogers  
Information Security and Assurance  
Eirelle Ross  
Accounting  
Michael W. Runyon  
Finance  
Brianna N. Russell  
Management  
Cailen Michele Ryke  
Finance  
Samantha Shavonne Salmon  
Finance  
Breille J. Salter  
Management  
Cassandra Rose Sanders  
Accounting  
Austin Everett Sandifer  
Information Systems  
Margarita Santiago  
Management  
Joao Lucas Dos Santos Pessoa  
Marketing  
James George Scheu  
Finance  
John Schilpp  
Management  
Kolya Caspar Schubert  
International Business  
Jacob P. Sebastian  
International Business  
Zachary David Sergio  
Professional Sales  
Carolina Serrano**  
Accounting  
Jinal H. Shah*  
Marketing  
Christopher Frank Sheldon  
Finance  
Jonathan David Shirey*  
Finance  
Jonathan David Shirey*  
Management  
Andrey Brannan Sickeler*  
Management  
Fritzbert Silmone  
Accounting  
Michael David Simpson, Jr.  
Accounting  
Zachary Sims  
Management  
Matthew Michael Skelley  
Management  
Jessica Danielle Smith  
Information Systems  
Kenneth Ray Smith  
Finance  
Lloyd Michael Smith  
Accounting  
Lotoya T. Smith*  
Marketing  
Toyauna Soleberry  
Finance  
Nicholas Henry Solits  
Finance  
Tunde Sorunke*  
Information Systems  
Victor Soto  
Accounting  
Anna Elizabeth Speigler  
Accounting  
Evon Larsen Stack  
Accounting  
Kristin Lea Stafford  
Management  
Leslie A. Staus*  
Management  
Jonathan Carlos Sulinski  
Management  
Briana Meshele Sullivan  
Marketing  
Steven Paul Sutcliffe  
Marketing  
Kaitlyn Marie Sutherland  
Marketing  
Faiza Syed**  
Information Security and Assurance  
Evan Michael Szumowski  
Economics  
Chelsey Nicole Tabakian  
Marketing  
John-Michael Teal*  
Information Systems  
Carter Allen Tenney  
Finance  
Jake Thayer  
Professional Sales  
Brian Douglas Thompson  
Management  
Sarah A. Thompson*  
Finance  
Rinnie Maria Waithera Thuita  
Information Security and Assurance  
W. Philip Tica*  
Finance  
Maria D. Torres-Cruz  
Accounting  
Anthony Joseph Tortorici  
Professional Sales  
Jimmy Tran  
Information Systems  
Reggie L. Taylor  
Finance  
Bethlehem Tsegay  
Economics  
Ntumba Jeanette Tsimbangu  
Finance  
Emily Carolyn Turek  
Accounting  
Brett T. L. Turner  
Management  
Janaime C. Tyson  
Marketing  
Juan Carlos Mejia Valderrama  
International Business  
Edward Alfredo Valencia  
Information Systems  
Preston Valencia  
Finance  
Shannon Jo Van Duren  
Marketing  
Elizabeth Carole Van Minos  
Information Systems  
Jared Robert Vance***  
Accounting  
Ashlyn L. Varvel  
Accounting  
Megan Nicole Verenga  
Marketing  
Spernser Kyle Vollmer  
Accounting  
Brett Wallace  
Information Security and Assurance  
Jermaine Elvis Walters  
Information Security and Assurance  
Kayla Brookes Waters*  
Information Security and Assurance  
Assurance  
Samantha Watters  
Marketing  
Stephanie Weber  
Accounting  
Kersten Lee Weddington*  
Accounting  
Stephanie Weekes  
Finance  
Yves Olivier Bapper Well  
Accounting  
Christopher E. Whetzel  
Management  
William P. Whigham  
Accounting  
Alexander White***  
Information Systems  
Alex L. T. Taylor  
Finance  
Allison Marie White  
Management  
Thomas James Whitmire*  
Information Security and Assurance  
Casey Deanne Williamson**  
Accounting  
David John Zeino*  
Finance  
David John Zeino*  
Accounting  
Christopher John Wix*  
Information Security and Assurance  
Kenny Wong  
Information Security and Assurance  
Kenneth Sutton Woods  
Accounting  
Shannon Marie Wright  
Management  
Stephon Kelvin Wright  
Accounting  
Oliver Wronowski  
Finance  
Joseph Gordon Yates**  
Finance  
Adam Tyler Young**  
Management  
Hunter Clay Young**  
Information Security and Assurance  
David John Zeino*  
Finance  
COLLEGEOF SCIENCEand  
MATHEMATICS  
BACHELOR of ARTS  
Wayne Dunn, Jr.  
Mathematics Education  
BACHELOR of SCIENCE  
Cristian Sebastian Acero  
Biochemistry  
Amber Marie Adams  
Biology  
Asha Adnan**  
Chemistry  
Kehinde Doyinsola Akinnurele  
Biology  
Gage Scott Allred  
Biology  
Wilnely Ana Almonte*  
Biology  
Oyi Amasian  
Chemistry  
Joshua W. Andrews  
Biotechnology  
Eddy Halim Atallah**  
Biology  
"CUM LAUDE"  
"MAGNA CUM LAUDE"  
"SUMMA CUM LAUDE"  
"CUM LAUDE"  
"MAGNA CUM LAUDE"  
"SUMMA CUM LAUDE"
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Kashif Awan
Mathematics

Christine Bethany Axt*
Mathematics Education

Najia Bouchita Bacha**
Mathematics

Ashley Barnes
Biology

Savannah Lynn Bell
Biological Science

Preston Emerson Bender
Biology

Kevin Gregory Bennett*
Biology

Melissa Rose Bentley
Biochemistry

Analynse Marie Bergman
Biology

Keith Patrick Blankenship*
Biology

Joseph Zachary Bohler
Biochemistry

Andrew Thomas Bolt
Biology

Chance M. Boudreaux
Chemistry

Linda Marie Charlene Bouwmans
Biology

Stephanie Brassard***
Mathematics

Hollis Anderson Brewer**
Mathematics

Alec Parker Brown
Biological Science

Kofi D. Brown
Biology

Haylei Bruno
Biology

Joseph Patrick Burns
Biology

Joshua Butler, Jr.
Biology

Brenique DiamonSha Cameron
Biology

Brooke Taylor Chagnon
Chemistry

William P. Chandler
Mathematics

Mihir PravinKumar Changela
Biology

Alice Jeemee Chon
Biology

Queenetta-Tye Zalika Clark
Biology

Emily Clay
Biochemistry

Ashley Clayton
Mathematics

Kelsey Ruth Clearman
Biology

Tiffany Amber Coleman
Biochemistry

Charity Goss Corneaux
Biological Science

Jordan Compton*
Biology

Kendall Scott Cooper***
Biology

Erin Elizabeth Corbin**
Mathematics Education

Morgan Lynn Cornell
Chemistry

Michael Chandler Costley
Biochemistry

Justin Paul Cruz
Biology

Blake Gordon Dahler
Biology

Ai Nahn Dao**
Mathematics

Katarina Dass*
Chemistry

Jodi Mandley Davis
Mathematics Education

Andrew Michael Dawdy
Biology

Tatiana Sonoma Dawson
Mathematics Education

Samuel Adam Dean
Biology

Courtney Candace Donoghue
Biology

Alifie Jason Dowuona-Hammond
Biology

Kristy Joann Drape
Chemistry

Kristina Marie Dukes*
Mathematics Education

Allen Taylor Edge
Mathematics

Melissa Engelbrecht
Mathematics

Lisa LaRee English
Mathematics

Jordana Michelle Hodges
Mathematics

Elis Alyson Hogg*
Biochemistry

Gabrielle Elizabeth Holenstein*
Biology

Jason Timothy Horn**
Mathematics

Christopher Forrest Hughes
Biology

Gregory Austin Humble
Physics

Michael Jabir Hunter
Mathematics

Lindsey Carrie Hyde*
Biochemistry

Benjamin Jackson
Biology

Brian Jackson
Biology

Erika Christina Jaeger
Mathematics Education

Jeremiah James
Chemistry

Salvatore Richard Caleb Jerris
Biology

Tulsi Jetha
Biology

Katlin A. Johnson
Mathematics

Christina Erin Jones***
Mathematics Education

Christopher John Kelley
Chemistry

Katherine Anne Kemper
Biology

Morgan Elizabeth Kennedy
Biology

Sonaim Akhtar Khan
Biology

Chunny Kheav
Biology

Irina Romanovna Khiyayeva
Biology

Garrett Lee Henderson
Chemistry

Joshua James Henderson*
Biology

Nicolas Arthur Herrett
Biology

Kamir John Hiam***
Biochemistry

Crystal Denae Hill
Mathematics

James Alexander Law*
Biology

Shirley Ijeoma Nwoike**
Chemistry

Joseph Patrick Burns
Biology

Joshua F. Hashemi
Biology

Chelsea Amanda Harris
Biology

Joshua F. Hashemi
Biology

Wanhua He
Mathematics

Kendall Scott Cooper***
Biology

Michael Jonathan Magnuder
Mathematics

Meechika Maheka Marcein
Biology

Don'try Tye McCall
Mathematics

Morgan Nichole McEwen
Chemistry

Matt C. McInturff
Biochemistry

Katherine Marie McMahon**
Mathematics Education

Olivia Maria Mendonca
Biology

Nasser Goltrand Hepi Ndas
Biology

Robert Lee Neal
Biology

Sara R. Nease
Mathematics

Barry Sheldon Nelms**
Biochemistry

Tyler Anthony Nicholson
Biology

Bradley Roger Norvell*
Biochemistry

Shirley Ijeoma Nwoike**
Chemistry

Alishia Renee Pittman
Mathematics

Thomas C. Pilkey
Biotechnology

Cory L. Peay
Biology

Andrew Henry Petersohn**
Mathematics

Hannah Marie Phillips*
Biology

Thomas C. Pilkey
Mathematics

Alishia Renee Pittman
Biotechnology

Winfred Jerice Pombert*
Mathematics

Alaina Powell
Biology

Alexandria Shanece Prince
Biology

* CUM LAUDE  ** MAGNA CUM LAUDE  *** SUMMA CUM LAUDE

"CUM LAUDE  "MAGNA CUM LAUDE  "SUMMA CUM LAUDE"
Britney L. Pugh
Biology

Sandra L. Pullin-Schertler
Biology

Casey Ryan Quade
Biology

Umar Javed Rabbani
Mathematics

Alexandrea S. Ramsey
Biochemistry

Glenn Redd
Mathematics

Tanvi Reddy
Biology

Emily Gail Ridley**
Chemistry

Myles A. Robinson**
Chemistry

Kirt Wendall Ronig
Biochemistry

Kirt Wendall Ronig
Biology

Christopher James Rose
Physics

Kathryn Maureen Schmidt
Biochemistry

Maimuna Munas Secka
Biology

Kathryn L. Seed**
Biology

Tiffany Sharpe**
Biology

Jiyeon Shin
Biology

Jordan Alexander Simon
Physics

Tia Charimi Slaughter
Biology

Marshall Zachary Sloan
Mathematics Education

Adam Gregory Smith
Biochemistry

Sarah Catherine Snow
Biology

Young Chang Song**
Biology

William Grayson Souheaver
Biology

Dylan Michelle Southern
Mathematics

Savannah Kay Spranger
Biochemistry

Jingjing Sun
Biology

Fatounata Yarie Sylla*
Biology

Nicholas Talley
Biochemistry

Kyle Taylor
Biology

Bezawit W. Tegegn
Biology

Erica Brooke Tessereau
Chemistry

Heather Elizabeth Thompson
Chemistry

Drewry James Thornton
Chemistry

Zachary Ryan Tipton
Biology

Natalia Travis
Biology

Melissa P. Tsai
Biology

Hyejin Um**
Biochemistry

Deidre Day Vandenbos*
Chemistry

Freddy Albert Velasco
Chemistry

Freddy Albert Velasco
Mathematics

Kevin David Vizuete
Biology

Nicholas B. Wagner**
Biology

Keng Man Wai**
Biology

Amber Jeanne Watson**
Mathematics

Natasaskia Kardashia Wayne
Chemistry

Annie Chalalai Webb
Chemistry

Ikenna Austin West
Mathematics

John Michael White*
Mathematics Education

Stephen Cody Wilson
Biochemistry

Bethany Hope Womack
Biology

Tyler Steven Wright
Biology

Devin Mitchell Wymer
Biology

Keith Tafadzwa Zinyemba
Biology

Honors Designations

* Cum Laude - 3.5 grade-point average or above
** Magna Cum Laude - 3.7 grade-point average or above
*** Summa Cum Laude - 3.9 grade-point average or above
+ HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0
Graduate students only

Honors Statement

Students announced as Honors Scholars have completed the requirements of Kennesaw State's undergraduate honors program and wear red and gold epaulets on their left shoulder to signify this extraordinary academic accomplishment.

Final Degree Audits

Degree completion and honor designations are contingent upon final degree audits. Because the names must be provided to the printer in final form several days prior to commencement, one or more candidates listed herein may have been unable to complete all requirements for the degree. Inability to remove a name at the last moment from the commencement program does not commit the university to grant the diploma to a person thus listed. Similarly, honor status as printed in this program was determined at the end of the previous semester. Final honor status will be noted on the diploma and on the official permanent record.

Note: This program is provided as a courtesy; it is by no means an official or complete record. Some names may not appear because of timing, production and editing processes, incomplete records or deadline/editing complications due to extensive lists of frequently changing names.

Beginning with spring commencement 2008, graduation ceremonies are individually numbered.
ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY-EIGHTH COMMENCEMENT
KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

May 10, 2016
3 p.m.
Daniel S. Papp, President
Presiding

Prelude
KSU School of Music Brass Ensemble
David Kehler, Conductor

The audience is requested to stand as the processional begins and remain standing throughout the singing of the national anthem.

Processional
Ode to Joy
Ludwig van Beethoven
Bagpiper
Ana-Maria Croicu

NATIONAL ANTHEM
The Star-Spangled Banner
John Stafford Smith
Emily Crisp
and Audience

Trustee Representative
Julie Kimball

Welcome
Daniel S. Papp, President

Commencement Address
Thomas Currin
Dean, Southern Polytechnic College of Engineering and Engineering Technology

Presentation of the Candidates for Degrees
W. Ken Harmon
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Richard Cole, Dean
College of Architecture and Construction Management

E.K. Park, Dean
College of Computing and Software Engineering

Thomas R. Currin, Dean
Southern Polytechnic College of Engineering and Engineering Technology

Conferral of Degrees
Daniel S. Papp, President
Kim West, Associate Vice President and University Registrar

Merle S. King, Narrator

Charge to the Graduates
Daniel S. Papp, President

Alumni Representative
Frank L. Ziller
Computer Science ’07

Alma Mater
Gaudeamus Igitur
Anonymous, 18th Century German Melody
Lyrics by Cynthia Parks ’82

Recessional
Scotland the Brave
Tom Crawford, Bagpiper

Postlude
KSU School of Music Brass Ensemble
David Kehler, Conductor

The audience is requested to stand and remain standing throughout the recessional.

After completion of his undergraduate civil engineering degree at University of Massachusetts - Dartmouth in 1972, Thomas R. Currin honorably served in the United States Army. This was followed by enrollment in graduate school and completion of a Master of Civil Engineering program at North Carolina State University - Raleigh. He then obtained a Doctor of Philosophy in civil engineering specializing in traffic engineering from the University of Connecticut and obtained professional engineering licenses in a number of states including Massachusetts and Georgia.

Currin knew he wanted to teach engineering as early as his sophomore year in college. He was so convinced of this that in addition to taking the required engineering courses he successfully completed many courses in secondary education and studied various teaching methodologies and philosophies. Knowing that it would be difficult to teach what one had not done, he embarked on an extremely successful consulting engineering career, which included the analysis and design of numerous transportation projects throughout New England and the east coast.

Having achieved his goals in the private sector, Currin moved on to academe and preparing the next generation of engineers. While teaching, he has served as an evaluator and commissioner of ABET, the primary accreditation agency for engineering in the United States. The author of numerous engineering education publications and presentations since beginning his teaching career 27 years ago, his current focus as Dean of Southern Polytechnic College of Engineering and Engineering Technology at Kennesaw State University is growing new engineering programs.
Kennesaw State University
Candidates for Graduation

College of Architecture and Construction Management

BACHELOR of ARCHITECTURE

Kier Kenttrica Adams
Architecture
Paa Kwesi Marfo Ampomsah
Architecture
Tesfa-Wasie A. Ayana
Architecture
Jamilah-Renae Bouges
Architecture
Tesfa-Wasie A. Ayana
Architecture
Nathan Cole Moyer
Architecture
Jonathan Ingo Mclaney
Architecture
Arselan Abhualy Lakhany
Architecture
Jay Ennis Joyne
Architecture
Andrew Greene
Architecture
Ang Jao
Architecture
Jay Ennis Joyne
Architecture
Anselan Abhualy Lakham
Architecture
Michael Lennart Martinson
Architecture
Jonathan David McConnell
Architecture
Jonathan Ingo Mclaney
Architecture
David Gregory Milcheck
Architecture
Bezawit Moges*
Architecture
Nathan Cole Moyer
Architecture
Deepam Dinesh Patel
Architecture
Kunal Vipul Patel
Architecture
Kushal Patel*
Architecture
James Logan Patterson
Architecture
Zhenglong Qin
Architecture
Chufei Qiu
Architecture
Santiago Ramirez
Architecture
Jack Llloyd Delacruz Ramoso
Architecture
Leslie Taylor Riddoch
Architecture
Vic A. Rodriguez
Architecture
Evan Bijan Saadat
Architecture
Jessica Sanders
Architecture
Mary L. Soley
Architecture
Asta Varneckiene
Architecture
Derek Roger Varnum
Architecture
Jun Xu
Architecture
Zeyu Zhang
Architecture

BACHELOR of SCIENCE

Taha Shari' Addow
Construction Management
Dennis C. Barnette, Jr.
Construction Management
Samuel F. Cross*
Construction Management
James Wesley Fishburne*
Construction Management
David Gonzales
Construction Management
Evan Morgan Goodwin
Construction Management
Mark Edward Hanson
Construction Management
Isaiah Donte Hillary
Construction Management
Timothy John Hudak
Construction Management
Charles Albert Liston
Construction Management
Geoffrey Scott McLaughlin**
Construction Management
John Morgan Page
Construction Management
Verny F. Rosser
Construction Management
Zainab Shekoni
Construction Management
Robert Jeffrey Shonerd**
Construction Management
Devon Vance
Construction Management
Montreee Williams
Construction Management

BACHELOR of COMPUTER SCIENCE

Christy Baker
Information Technology
Raage Barre
Information Technology
William Terry Bond
Information Technology
Fred Davidenko
Information Technology
Christopher L. Ealer
Information Technology
Jack Baker Gauderly
Information Technology
Edel I Ikpereme
Information Technology
Stephanie Renee Jeter
Information Technology
Chaniece L. Jones
Information Technology
Thong H. Le*
Information Technology
Zafermedhi Momin
Information Technology
Clinton Paul Nail*
Information Technology
Shaun Riggs, Jr.*
Information Technology
James G. Settle
Information Technology
Timothy Wayne Slattery
Information Technology
Jarrell Frank Strickland**
Information Technology

BACHELOR of ARTS

Albert John
Computer Science

BACHELOR of SCIENCE

Micheal Adesina Adeyosoye
Computer Science
Samradh Agarwal
Computer Science
Dejan Ahmetovic
Computer Science
Ghassan Mohammad Ali
Computer Science
Syed Hashaan Ali*
Computer Science
Deborah Armosa
Computer Science
Daeon Anthony
Computer Science
Mazdak Arzi*
Computer Science
Benjamin Ray Barish
Computer Science
Eugene Mark Barnett
Computer Science
Brandon W. Bell
Computer Science
Chad W. Benjamin
Computer Science
Joshlenn Bennett
Computer Science

Kennesaw State University
Candidates for Graduation

College of Computing and Software Engineering

BACHELOR of APPLIED SCIENCE

Christy Baker
Information Technology
Raage Barre
Information Technology
William Terry Bond
Information Technology
Fred Davidenko
Information Technology
Christopher L. Ealer
Information Technology
Jack Baker Gauderly
Information Technology
Edel I Ikpereme
Information Technology
Stephanie Renee Jeter
Information Technology
Chaniece L. Jones
Information Technology
Thong H. Le*
Information Technology
Zafermedhi Momin
Information Technology
Clinton Paul Nail*
Information Technology
Shaun Riggs, Jr.*
Information Technology
James G. Settle
Information Technology
Timothy Wayne Slattery
Information Technology
Jarrell Frank Strickland**
Information Technology

BACHELOR of ARTS

Bryan Michael Williams***
Information Technology
Morgan McKenzie Willis, Jr.
Information Technology

BACHELOR of SCIENCE

Samuel Louis Bryant
Computer Science
Matthew E. Bush
Computer Science
Dwight Amrilde Cadet
Computer Science
Steven J. Carver
Computer Science
Erik Thomas Chesnut
Computer Science
Robert Justin Cody**
Computer Science
Omar Mahmoud Darmaj
Computer Science
Samuel David Darden
Computer Science
Dhruval Dari*
Computer Science
Danielle Lee Davis
Computer Science
Christopher Stuart Devran II
Computer Science
Martin Nikolov Dimov
Computer Science
Daniel Alan Duttoner
Computer Science
Alexander Thys Dykstra
Computer Science
Alexander G. Evans*
Computer Science
Etienne Kengne Fokou
Computer Science
Byaie Lynn Fox
Computer Science
Eljay Fuentes**
Computer Science
Erik Sante Garcia
Computer Science
Namian Garg
Computer Science
Antine Teclai Ghalighazi
Computer Science
Michael Goywn
Computer Science
Michael Shane Bias
Computer Science
Frederick David Bingham
Computer Science
Monique Alexandria Bolton
Computer Science
William Adam Brooks
Computer Science
Yonel Najee Brown
Computer Science

* cum laude
** magna cum laude
*** summa cum laude
BACHELOR of SCIENCE in COMPUTER GAME DESIGN and DEVELOPMENT
Robert W. Shonfelt
Computer Game Design and Development
Savannah Dawn Teems
Computer Game Design and Development
Connor Welsh**
Computer Game Design and Development
Quintin Lee Wright
Computer Game Design and Development
Wesley Tyler Wright
Computer Game Design and Development
Ryan Weston Zappulla
Computer Game Design and Development

BACHELOR of SCIENCE in INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Robert Glaser Archer**
Information Technology
Matthew David Bressett
Information Technology
Ashley Brun
Information Technology
Daniel Thomas Foster
Information Technology
Ahsan Mahmood Gilani
Information Technology
Patrick Hade
Information Technology
Steven Hewett
Information Technology
Thien Nhuuan Huynh***
Information Technology
Dong Hwang
Information Technology
Kristin Marie Jones
Information Technology
Justin Scott Kaufman
Information Technology
Peter Michael Ludybacher, Jr.
Information Technology
Erin Makome
Information Technology
Marius Anderson McNeil*
Information Technology
Ayvar R. Moncada Jr.
Information Technology
Abel Antonio Morales
Information Technology

BACHELOR of SCIENCE in SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Mitchell Crayton Byrd
Software Engineering
Alison Alwyne Dyett
Software Engineering
Trevor Dane East
Software Engineering
Kelly Johanna Fernandez***
Software Engineering
Shahram Gautam
Software Engineering
Joseph Andre Hendron, Jr.
Software Engineering
Danny Lamar O’Neal, III
Software Engineering
Vikas Anil Patel
Software Engineering
Shunsuke Sato
Software Engineering
Wyatt T. Shaffer
Software Engineering
Marcas Gabriel Smith
Software Engineering
Ryan Allyn Wrapp
Software Engineering
Shravani Yelakanti
Software Engineering

SOUTHERN POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE of ENGINEERING and ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
BACHELOR of APPAREL and TEXTILES
Alishia LaShawn Anderson***
Apparel and Textiles
Haddy Cham*
Apparel and Textiles
Andrea Marie Huot**
Apparel and Textiles
Sarah Siler*
Apparel and Textiles

BACHELOR of APPLIED SCIENCE
Jamie Russell Alverson
Manufacturing Operations
Jaimila Bantenga
Supply Chain Logistics
Ji hoon Choe
Manufacturing
Bruce Daniel Ederwood
Supply Chain Logistics
Victor Ellis Pinkins
Supply Chain Logistics
Juan Diego Rodriguez
Supply Chain Logistics
Aarun Randolph Thomas
Supply Chain Logistics
KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

Swayze Tyron Johnson
Industrial Engineering Technology

Mahlosoud Ferz Kayanda
Electric Engineering Technology

Asheen Sana Khan**
Industrial Engineering Technology

Dimitar Kostov Kostov
Electrical Engineering Technology

Marlon Machado
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Michael Angelo Manicone
Mechanical Engineering Technology

David Kabirin Mathenge
Industrial Engineering Technology

Colin Meier
Surveying and Mapping

Jason Cameron Studer*
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Ethan Bartley Messer*
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Brandon Ray Monroe
Mechanical Engineering Technology

George Doyle Moore, III
Industrial Engineering Technology

Patrick Morgan
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Robert Munir Motivalla
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Brittney N. Musser
Mechatronics Engineering

Veronica Susan Nelson
Electrical Engineering Technology

Haroldson Noel
Electrical Engineering Technology

Andrew B. Norman**
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Roger Colton Palmer
Industrial Engineering Technology

Blake Thomas Parr
Mechatronics Engineering

Marita Jose Pastene
Industrial Engineering Technology

Shivam Patel
Computer Engineering Technology

Nicholas Logan Patterson
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Ethan Ross Pepin
Surveying and Mapping

Rachel Anne Petit-Bois
Computer Engineering Technology

Sarah Elaine Piga
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Jarred Lee Prince
Mechatronics Engineering

Jesse Ryan Reese
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Robert Anthony Reynoso
Civil Engineering Technology

Shirley Mae A. Samonte
Industrial Engineering Technology

Antonio M. Sample
Surveying and Mapping

Antoine Sams
Industrial Engineering Technology

Nicholas R. Schulz
Mechatronics Engineering

Daniel Ryan Silver
Surveying and Mapping

Norman James Sims*
Computer Engineering Technology

Justin Cameron Studer*
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Douglas Smith
Mechatronics Engineering

Rennel Decklan Smith*
Industrial Engineering Technology

Joseph Douglas Snyder
Industrial Engineering Technology

Alexander Eusthen Stephens
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Matthew P. Strauss
Mechatronics Engineering

Aghor Thomas Tobi
Electrical Engineering Technology

Sonya Daniela Tejada
Industrial Engineering Technology

Justin Daniel Thermsize
Electrical Engineering Technology

Briana Nikias Thomas
Electrical Engineering Technology

Lloyd J. Thomas
Electrical Engineering Technology

Nate Thorneisen
Electrical Engineering Technology

Christopher Andrew Tranter
Industrial Engineering Technology

Lidoukpong Albert Lidoukpong
Civil Engineering Technology

Israel Vasquez, Jr.
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Amanda Eva Warner
Mechatronics Engineering

Allan Kan Waters
Electrical Engineering Technology

Jeffrey Douglas Watts***
Industrial Engineering Technology

Aubury Ryan Webb, Sr.
Electrical Engineering Technology

Jingwei Wei**
Industrial Engineering Technology

Robert Anthony Wilkovic
Industrial Engineering Technology

Tristan Xavier
Industrial Engineering Technology

Andrew Yang
Mechatronics Engineering

George Young
Electrical Engineering Technology

Michael Yu
Electrical Engineering Technology

Robert J. Zaino**
Industrial Engineering Technology

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE in
CIVIL ENGINEERING

Vanessa Amaya
Civil Engineering

Scott Brandon Angel
Civil Engineering

Jamie Lee Archie
Civil Engineering

Blake Armstrong
Civil Engineering

Matthew Lee Bemis
Civil Engineering

Luis Brocq
Civil Engineering

Taylor James Brownlow*
Civil Engineering

Devonte Ferrell
Civil Engineering

Joseph D. Genuend
Civil Engineering

Adam K. Horton
Civil Engineering

Edmond Bernard Jones
Civil Engineering

Kiki Kawaesa
Civil Engineering

Junji Kano**
Civil Engineering

Benjamin L. Moss
Civil Engineering

Benjamin Eric Nelson
Civil Engineering

Jared Cole Norton
Civil Engineering

Allison Mary Frost DeWeese Paraense
Civil Engineering

Gregory Payne
Civil Engineering

Aaron Andrew Hankins
Electrical Engineering

Shauna David Hankins*
Electrical Engineering

Syed Mahbub Ishaah
Electrical Engineering

Jeremy Quinterius Jacobs
Electrical Engineering

Qiong Jia
Electrical Engineering

Larry Kevin Johnson
Electrical Engineering

Daniel Edward Jones
Electrical Engineering

Joel Kabongo Kalamba
Electrical Engineering

William Colie Koster II
Electrical Engineering

Weifeng Lyu**
Electrical Engineering

Emily Elizabeth Manross**
Electrical Engineering

Crystal Matheny
Electrical Engineering

Taylor Patrick McDonald
Electrical Engineering

Robert Joseph Palmer
Electrical Engineering

Darius K. Pleasant
Electrical Engineering

Amaa Ragoula
Electrical Engineering

Ryan S. Robinson
Electrical Engineering

Dilshod Sayfiddinov**
Electrical Engineering

Jonathan Matthew Scherf
Electrical Engineering

Diva F. Thomas
Electrical Engineering

Arthur A. Townsend
Electrical Engineering

Duane William Wright
Electrical Engineering

Hao Yu*
Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE in
CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING

Justin Cameron Studer*
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Matthew Bates
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Brett Andrew Brant
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Matthew Robert Burkart
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Brandon Calderon
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Michael Thomas Conners
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Naji H. Daouk**
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Olivia Dejordian
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Brent David Dixon
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Benjamin Dean Dittmer
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Ethan Locke Evans
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Matthew Donald Ferguson
Mechanical Engineering Technology

James Harrison Firebaugh
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Jennifer Michele Follens
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Samuel Horace Gant
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Esayas Abbraah Gebreab
Mechanical Engineering Technology

* CUM LAUDE
** MAGNA CUM LAUDE
*** SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Candidates for Graduation
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Seth Tyler Gunnells
Mechanical Engineering

Dallin Hall***
Mechanical Engineering

Demetrius M. Harrell
Mechanical Engineering

Heather Gabrielle Hatcher
Mechanical Engineering

Jonathan Akih Hawkins
Mechanical Engineering

Keith A. Hendershot*
Mechanical Engineering

Charles Taylor Henson
Mechanical Engineering

Alexander Hollis Hood
Mechanical Engineering

Christian Steven Jones
Mechanical Engineering

Jaye Adrianna King
Mechanical Engineering

Carter William Knight
Mechanical Engineering

Sanga Kone
Mechanical Engineering

Kristian Allan Lion
Mechanical Engineering

Wesley Tucker Maddox
Mechanical Engineering

Lawrence Leo Maramba
Mechanical Engineering

Scott Avery McCall***
Mechanical Engineering

Gregory Miller***
Mechanical Engineering

Brandon Cole Mullins
Mechanical Engineering

Vitalis H. Nwosu
Mechanical Engineering

Shane London Pitts**
Mechanical Engineering

Miroslav Popov
Mechanical Engineering

Conner T. Richards
Mechanical Engineering

Farhad Sayedzada*
Mechanical Engineering

Daniel Richard Scott
Mechanical Engineering

Austin James Sims
Mechanical Engineering

Devin T. Snelson
Mechanical Engineering

William Larson Stafford
Mechanical Engineering

Darius Thomas
Mechanical Engineering

Zachary William Tomsmeier
Mechanical Engineering

Jeffrey Phillip Turner, Jr.
Mechanical Engineering

Octavio Viera
Mechanical Engineering

Robert Wesley Votel
Mechanical Engineering

Delbert Hao-Jie Wan
Mechanical Engineering

William Matthew Williams
Mechanical Engineering

Kyle David Wise*
Mechanical Engineering

Stephen Andrew Fields***
Industrial and Systems Engineering

Julie Ann Kelly
Industrial and Systems Engineering

Ivan Maciel
Industrial and Systems Engineering

Kyle Russell McDaniel
Industrial and Systems Engineering

Mir Asif Mohammad
Industrial and Systems Engineering

Mohibeh Mokonsane
Industrial and Systems Engineering

Taylor Jay Sisson*
Industrial and Systems Engineering

Zachary Andrew Fullerton**
Telecommunications Engineering

Michael Macadjio
Telecommunications Engineering

Asad Hasnian Naqvi*
Telecommunications Engineering

Brian Matthew Taylor
Telecommunications Engineering

Domingo Santos Urbaez*
Telecommunications Engineering

Honors Designations

* Cum Laude - 3.5 grade-point average or above
** Magna Cum Laude - 3.7 grade-point average or above
*** Summa Cum Laude - 3.9 grade-point average or above
+ HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0

Graduate students only

Honors Statement

Students announced as Honors Scholars have completed the requirements of Kennesaw State's undergraduate honors program and wear red and gold epaulets on their left shoulder to signify this extraordinary academic accomplishment.

Final Degree Audits

Degree completion and honor designations are contingent upon final degree audits. Because the names must be provided to the printer in final form several days prior to commencement, one or more candidates listed herein may have been unable to complete all requirements for the degree. Inability to remove a name at the last moment from the commencement program does not commit the university to grant the diploma to a person thus listed. Similarly, honor status as printed in this program was determined at the end of the previous semester. Final honor status will be noted on the diploma and on the official permanent record.

Note: This program is provided as a courtesy; it is by no means an official or complete record. Some names may not appear because of timing, production and editing processes, incomplete records or deadline/editing complications due to extensive lists of frequently changing names.

Beginning with spring commencement 2008, graduation ceremonies are individually numbered.
May 10, 2016
7 p.m.
Daniel S. Papp, President
Presiding

Prelude
KSU School of Music Brass Ensemble
David Kehler, Conductor

The audience is requested to stand as the procession begins and remain standing throughout the singing of the national anthem.

Processional
Ode to Joy
Ludwig van Beethoven
Tom Crawford, Bagpiper

Chief Faculty Marshal
Ana-Maria Croicu

National Anthem
Emily Crisp and Audience

Trustee Representative
Scott Johnson

Welcome
Daniel S. Papp, President

Commencement Address
Belle Wheelan
President, Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
Commission on Colleges

Presentation of the Candidates for Degrees
W. Ken Harmon
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Graduate College
Mike Dishman, Interim Dean

Conferral of Degrees
Daniel S. Papp, President
Kim West, Associate Vice President and University Registrar
Merle S. King, Narrator

Charge to the Graduates
Daniel S. Papp, President

Alumni Representative
Steven A. Ellis, Political Science ’03

Alma Mater
Gaudeamus Igitur
Anonymous, 18th Century German Melody
Lyrics by Cynthia Parks ’82

Recessional
Scotland the Brave
Tom Crawford, Bagpiper

Postlude
KSU School of Music Brass Ensemble
David Kehler, Conductor

Belle S. Wheelan, Ph.D., currently serves as President of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges and is the first African-American and the first woman to serve in this capacity. Her career spans 40 years and includes the roles of faculty member, chief student services officer, campus provost, college president and Secretary of Education. In several of those roles, she was the first African-American and/or woman to serve in those capacities.

Dr. Wheelan received her bachelor’s degree from Trinity University in Texas (1972) with a double major in psychology and sociology; her master’s degree from Louisiana State University (1974) in developmental educational psychology; and her doctorate from the University of Texas at Austin (1984) in educational administration with a special concentration in community college leadership.

She has received numerous awards and recognition, including four honorary degrees; the Distinguished Graduate Award from Trinity University (2002), and from the College of Education at the University of Texas at Austin (1992); Washingtonian Magazine’s 100 Most Powerful Women in Washington, D.C. (2001); the AAUW Woman of Distinction Award (2002); the Suanne Davis Roueche National Institute for Staff and Organizational Development’s Distinguished Lecturer Award (2007); the John E. Roueche National Institute for Staff and Organizational Development’s International Leadership Award (2010); and the AACC Leadership Award (2011); the John Hope Franklin Award from Diverse Issues in Higher Education for outstanding leadership in higher education; and the Educational Testing Service (ETS) Terry O’Banion Prize in Education from the League for Innovation in Community Colleges.

She holds and has held membership in numerous local, state and national organizations.

Dr. Wheelan is the mother of an adult son named Reginald.
Candidates for Graduation
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Candidates for Graduation

Wellstar College of Health and Human Services

Doctor of Business Administration

Fernando Garcia
Dissertation Title: Setting the Stage for Individual Ambidexterity in Organizations: The Effects of Context and Individual Regulatory Mode on Explorative and Exploitative Behavior

Dissertation Chair: Rebecca Guidice, Ph.D.

Dana Lynn Eckerle Harrison
Dissertation Title: Understanding the Impact of Information Quality on Customer Relationship Management

Dissertation Chair: Joseph Hair, Ph.D.

Shawn R. Wilson
Dissertation Title: There is More to Working Relationships than Just Trust: The Moderating Role of Social Capital on Formal Controls and Performance in Strategic Alliances

Dissertation Chair: Rajaram Velayuth, Ph.D.

College of Humanities and Social Sciences

Doctor of Philosophy

Makda T. Maru
Dissertation Title: Conflict Early Warning and the Response Nexus: The Case of the African Union – Continental Early Warning System

Dissertation Chair: Akanmu Adebayo, Ph.D.

College of Architecture and Construction Management

Master of Science in Architecture

Majid Alsharaf
Construction Management

Dissertation Title: Analyzing the Role of Leadership in the Success of Construction Projects

Dissertation Chair: Tim Hickey, Ph.D.

Master of Business Administration

Michael A. Abad
Master of Business Administration

Dilcia Ayala Aparicio
Master of Business Administration

Dissertation Title: Improving Customer Satisfaction Through Effective Communication Strategies

Dissertation Chair: Susan Walker, Ph.D.

Javier A. Barahona
Master of Business Administration

Dissertation Title: The Impact of Technology on Business Operations

Dissertation Chair: Joseph Hair, Ph.D.

Master of Business Administration

Jennifer B. Barrow
Master of Business Administration

Dissertation Title: The Effect of Leadership Style on Employee Morale

Dissertation Chair: Jeffery Rashad Austin, Ph.D.

Master of Business Administration

Tuqwan C. Taylor, Jr.
Master of Business Administration

Dissertation Title: The Role of Technology in Enhancing Business Communication

Dissertation Chair: Joseph Hair, Ph.D.

Master of Business Administration

Jill Lyn Rooks
Master of Business Administration

Dissertation Title: The Influence of Leadership on Employee Satisfaction

Dissertation Chair: Jeffery Rashad Austin, Ph.D.

Master of Business Administration

Frank Claiborne Renick+
Master of Business Administration

Dissertation Title: The Effect of Technology on Business Operations

Dissertation Chair: Joseph Hair, Ph.D.

Master of Business Administration

Eboni Chante Jemison+
Master of Business Administration

Dissertation Title: The Role of Technology in Enhancing Business Communication

Dissertation Chair: Joseph Hair, Ph.D.

Master of Business Administration

Leanne Edwards
Master of Business Administration

Dissertation Title: The Influence of Leadership on Employee Satisfaction

Dissertation Chair: Jeffery Rashad Austin, Ph.D.
Lisa A. Duke  
Master of Business Administration

Nada Beth Encisco+  
Master of Business Administration

Jamie Corner Ferrell  
Master of Business Administration

Holly Campbell Fristine  
Master of Business Administration

Dennis James Foster, Jr+  
Master of Business Administration

Jocelyn L. Gaddson  
Master of Business Administration

Ravikumar Gandikota  
Master of Business Administration

Nikki Renee George  
Master of Business Administration

Lauren M. Gonzalez+  
Master of Business Administration

William Sidney Graves, Jr  
Master of Business Administration

Clintion Montreal Gray  
Master of Business Administration

Chase James Green+  
Master of Business Administration

Dennis Greenwood  
Master of Business Administration

Corrie Lorraine Griffin+  
Master of Business Administration

Jose Guilien  
Master of Business Administration

David Paul Haas  
Master of Business Administration

Steven John Hanley  
Master of Business Administration

Brian Demias Harris  
Master of Business Administration

Daniel E. Hernandez  
Master of Business Administration

Terrence William Hight, Jr  
Master of Business Administration

Paul David Hodum  
Master of Business Administration

Derek John Holdway  
Master of Business Administration

Kyle Bradechuck Hudspeith  
Master of Business Administration

Yusupha Jabang  
Master of Business Administration

Brandy L. Jackson  
Master of Business Administration

Mark Steven Jacobs II  
Master of Business Administration

Andrew Johnson  
Master of Business Administration

Peace Akudo Johnson  
Master of Business Administration

Kevin Lee Kaiser+  
Master of Business Administration

Dean Jermaine Kelly  
Master of Business Administration

Christopher J. Klock  
Master of Business Administration

Jared Francis Kraendork  
Master of Business Administration

Sanjev Kaeusia+  
Master of Business Administration

Mei Leng Kwan  
Master of Business Administration

Carolyn Christine Lyden  
Master of Business Administration

Tasha McFarlane  
Master of Business Administration

William Patrick McKenna  
Master of Business Administration

Cherie Monique McKinney  
Master of Business Administration

Danielle Joiner McPherson  
Master of Business Administration

Matthew R. Medley+  
Master of Business Administration

Nalini Sanjay Mehta  
Master of Business Administration

Staci Merriman  
Master of Business Administration

Matthew Samuel Mitchell  
Master of Business Administration

Michael Francis Mitchell  
Master of Business Administration

Starlette Mosley  
Master of Business Administration

Mark Asher Myers  
Master of Business Administration

Serena Newhall  
Master of Business Administration

Serge Dominique Ngatta  
Master of Business Administration

Penny Ann Nicholls  
Master of Business Administration

Joanna Nicholls  
Master of Business Administration

Lauren Eaves O’Byran+  
Master of Business Administration

Mads Oehlschlaeger  
Master of Business Administration

Joseph Paul Pace+  
Master of Business Administration

Shamir H. Patel  
Master of Business Administration

Nicholas A. Pomponio, IV  
Master of Business Administration

Brant Fitzgerald Robinson+  
Master of Business Administration

Christi Lynn Rodemeyer+  
Master of Business Administration

Mauricio Rojas+  
Master of Business Administration

John Allen Roland  
Master of Business Administration

Bobby Harrison Rozier+  
Master of Business Administration

Jayakrishnan Sadasr Karman+  
Master of Business Administration

Scott J. Schneider+  
Master of Business Administration

Manu Shaheen  
Master of Business Administration

Ahmed Kalam Sheikh  
Master of Business Administration

Jeffrey Glenn Thurber Shields+  
Master of Business Administration

Ludmila Kovalchuk Silva+  
Master of Business Administration

Rawindar Kaur Hansa Singh  
Master of Business Administration

Kendra Nain Skellen  
Master of Business Administration

Laina Espirit Smith+  
Master of Business Administration

Madison Bailey Smith  
Master of Business Administration

Mitchell Wade Smith  
Master of Business Administration

Russell Travis Smith  
Master of Business Administration

Joye L. Spears  
Master of Business Administration

Megan Nicole Stephens  
Master of Business Administration

Nakeeta Danielle Stewart+  
Master of Business Administration

Jarrod Tafoya  
Master of Business Administration

William Lewis Tanks  
Master of Business Administration

Antonio Taylor  
Master of Business Administration

Kevin Daniel Taylor  
Master of Business Administration

Yevgeniya Trofinova  
Master of Business Administration

Richard Tulpale  
Master of Business Administration

Julius A. York  
Master of Business Administration

**MAGNA CUM LAUDE**

Praveen Kumar Vodela  
Master of Business Administration

Stanley Washington  
Master of Business Administration

Jacob Weiss  
Master of Business Administration

NeCall Wilson  
Master of Business Administration

Dexter Caleb Woody+  
Master of Business Administration

Tracy Lamar Coxx II  
Computer Science

Amare Kassa  
Computer Science

Sean Chacko Koshy  
Computer Science

Laith M. Matalkah  
Computer Science

Patrick Titus Muchirahondo  
Computer Science

Stephen Kihumba Ndiritu  
Computer Science

Pablo F. Ordonez  
Computer Science

Mounikika Pendli  
Computer Science

Ramya Peruri  
Computer Science

John B. Phillips  
Computer Science

A Young Shin+  
Computer Science

Marcos Stasorelski  
Computer Science

Yugender Palaniyandi Subramanian  
Computer Science

Tianya Yang  
Computer Science

**SUMMA CUM LAUDE**

Michael Edward Barber  
Computer Science

Pooja Chenna+  
Computer Science

Vehbi Draga  
Computer Science

Srirsha Gaddamidi  
Computer Science

Divya Gorajala  
Computer Science

Bridget Lewis  
Information Technology

Alfonso Madrid  
Information Technology

Esha Mankad  
Information Technology

Richard Hugh Damion Rhodd  
Information Technology

Arthuz Eugene Rinberger, III  
Information Technology

Olga Salomatova  
Information Technology

Brittany Earlene Sheppard  
Information Technology

Paula Jean Stadnicki  
Information Technology

William Shane Stanley  
Information Technology

Sandeep Kumar Aluru+  
Information Technology

Trijaywati Andru+  
Information Technology

Khalid Decoderick Ash  
Information Technology

Eric Alan Reicher+  
Information Technology

Katie Melissa Warner  
Information Technology

Farah Nazir Warsi  
Information Technology

Barnd A. Youree, Jr+  
Information Technology

Kennesaw State University  
Kennesaw State University

Candidates for Graduation

Candidates for Graduation

+ HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0 GPA

Information Technology

Information Technology

Information Technology

Information Technology

Information Technology

Information Technology

Information Technology

Information Technology

Information Technology

Information Technology

Information Technology

Information Technology

Information Technology

Information Technology

Information Technology

Information Technology

Information Technology

Information Technology
KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

CUM LAUDE          **MAGNA CUM LAUDE          ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE
KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY
+ HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0 GPA

COLLEGE of EDUCATION
Christopher Spencer
Priyadarshini Sambandam
Charles Michael Pearson
Hyacinth Josephine Cunningham
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Master of Arts in Teaching
Erica Hutchings+
Master of Arts in Teaching
Cathryn Marcy Enzweiler+
Master of Arts in Teaching
Angelique Collepardi+

LELAND and
CLARICE C. BAGWELL
COLLEGE of EDUCATION
Hannah Joy Mattson+
Master of Arts in Teaching
Joseph Richard Zazeski
Information Technology

MASTER of SCIENCE in
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Hyacinth Josephine Cunningham
Software Engineering
Charles Michael Pearson
Software Engineering
Priyadarshini Sambandam
Software Engineering
Christopher Spencer
Software Engineering

MASTER of ARTS in TEACHING
Rebecca R. Baldwin+
Master of Arts in Teaching
Angelique Benton Barnett
Master of Arts in Teaching
Roschelle LaTanya Bautista
Master of Arts in Teaching
Joseph Bracolin
Master of Arts in Teaching
Amanda Burke
Master of Arts in Teaching
Amy Chiang
Master of Arts in Teaching
Megan Ann DeVoss+
Master of Arts in Teaching
Cathryn Marcy Enzweiler+
Master of Arts in Teaching
Christine Goslin
Master of Arts in Teaching
Shih-Ping Harper
Master of Arts in Teaching
Katherine Elizabeth Henry+
Master of Arts in Teaching
Madelyn Hernandez
Master of Arts in Teaching
James Matthew Herndon
Master of Arts in Teaching
Erica Hutchings+
Master of Arts in Teaching
Deondrick Durrell Mack
Master of Arts in Teaching
Chashan Tiku Matthews
Master of Arts in Teaching

Aixa Josefina Avila-Mendoza+
Special Education
Josephine Cunningham

MORGAN BRIANA AKIN+
Instructional Technology
Jan Anglade+
English to Speakers of Other Languages
Beaver Darlene Atsama+
Special Education
Melissa Kellar Avery+
Instructional Technology

Britteny Selden Griffin+
Instructional Technology
Jeff Hofmeister+
Instructional Technology
Sallie Elizabeth Holloway
Instructional Technology
Lydia Renay Hordges+
Instructional Technology
Shelley Ibrahim+
Special Education
Ashley Ann Jones+
Education Leadership for Learning
Mi Kyong Kormos
Instructional Technology
Melissa Shea Little+
Special Education
Coy Masakela McColl+
Instructional Technology
Adam James Meador+
Instructional Technology
Elizabeth Kelli Nastasi+
Instructional Technology
Katherine Elizabeth Odom+
Special Education
Stuart Allen Ogburn
Instructional Technology
Vicki L. Parker
Teacher Leadership
NaTasha Denise Pennywell+
Instructional Technology

MASTER of SCIENCE
Keith Evans Boyd, Jr.
Quality Assurance
Steven Colson
Quality Assurance
Daniel L. Garcia
Applied Engineering
Joe-Glen Gittao
Quality Assurance
John Glenn Hunt
Quality Assurance
Michael Blake Madani
Quality Assurance
William John Ratcliffe
Quality Assurance
Jeffrey Ellis Spratlin
Applied Exercise and Health Science

SOUTHERN POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE of ENGINEERING and ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

MASTER of SCIENCE
Paul O. Okoro
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Jennifer Lynn Pass
Advanced Care Management and Leadership
Patricia Ann Shropshire+
Advanced Care Management and Leadership
Heather Dawn Taylor
Advanced Care Management and Leadership

WELLSTAR COLLEGE of HEALTH and HUMAN SERVICES

Tiarra Rena Tucker
Early Childhood Education
Emily Catherine Turner
Secondary Education
Veronica Vredenburgh+
Instructional Technology
Christopher Walthead+
Secondary Education
Brett Wardlaw+
Instructional Technology
Christina Davill Watson
Secondary Education
Rosalie Wichterman+
English to Speakers of Other Languages
Tammy Spangler Williamson+
Educational Leadership
Jenna Marie Winters+
Instructional Technology

MASTER of SCIENCE in
CIVIL ENGINEERING

Tiara Rene Tucker
Early Childhood Education
Emily Catherine Turner
Secondary Education
Veronica Vredenburgh+
Instructional Technology
Christopher Walthead+
Secondary Education
Brett Wardlaw+
Instructional Technology
Christina Davill Watson
Secondary Education
Rosalie Wichterman+
English to Speakers of Other Languages
Tammy Spangler Williamson+
Educational Leadership
Jenna Marie Winters+
Instructional Technology

MASTER of SCIENCE in
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Jennifer Crystal Campbell
Systems Engineering
Christos Katsaroumis
Systems Engineering

HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0 GPA
Daniel S. Papp
PRESIDENT
Kennesaw State University

Daniel S. Papp has served as president of Kennesaw State University, Georgia's third-largest university, since July 2006. Under his leadership, Kennesaw State has risen in academic stature. In 2010, it became a doctorate-granting institution, and now it offers 11 doctoral degrees, including two Ph.D. programs. In 2012, Kennesaw State was recognized as one of the top universities in the South; it was designated as a comprehensive university in 2013; and its First-Year Experience program was ranked for the 12th year in 2015 as one of the best in the nation. In 2015, Kennesaw State and Southern Polytechnic State University consolidated to create one of the 50 largest public universities in the country with more than 33,000 students. Also in 2015, Kennesaw State earned the Carnegie Foundation's Community Engagement Classification.

Since Papp became president, the University completed its transition to NCAA Division I and launched a football program. In addition, the University's infrastructure has expanded with the opening of state-of-the-art buildings, including a health sciences building, an activities center, an education classroom facility, a five-story science lab addition, a health sciences building, and a student recreation and wellness building. Infrastructure has expanded with the opening of state-of-the-art buildings, including a health sciences building, an activities center, an education classroom facility, a five-story science lab addition, a health sciences building, and a student recreation and wellness building. Infrastructure has expanded with the opening of state-of-the-art buildings, including a health sciences building, an activities center, an education classroom facility, a five-story science lab addition, a health sciences building, and a student recreation and wellness building.

Prior to assuming the presidency of Kennesaw State, Papp served as senior vice chancellor for academics and fiscal affairs of the University System of Georgia from 2000 to 2006. In that role, Papp was responsible for system-wide academic issues, business and financial affairs, academic and business information-technology systems and strategic planning for the University System's institutions. Previously, Papp directed educational programs for Yamacraw, Georgia's initiative to become a global leader in broadband technologies. He served as interim president of Southern Polytechnic State University from 1997 to 1998 and as faculty executive assistant to the president of Georgia Tech from 1994 to 1997.

Papp was co-director of Georgia Tech's Sam Nunn School of International Affairs from 1990 to 1993 and director of Georgia Tech's School of Social Sciences from 1980 to 1990. He joined Georgia Tech's faculty in 1973 as an assistant professor of international affairs. While at Georgia Tech, Papp was also a visiting professor at the Western Australia Institute of Technology; research professor at the Strategic Studies Institute of the U.S. Army War College; senior research professor at the Center for Aerospace Doctrine, Research and Education of the U.S. Air Force Academy; and a visiting professor at Fudan University in Shanghai. In 1993, Papp was recognized as a distinguished professor at Georgia Tech, the first time the honor was given to faculty other than an engineer or physical scientist. He has twice been awarded the Army's Outstanding Civilian Service medal.

Papp is a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Dartmouth College and received his Ph.D. in international affairs from the University of Miami. His academic specialties include international security policy and U.S. and Russian foreign and defense policies. He has authored or edited 10 books, including the biography of former U.S. Secretary of State Dean Rusk. He has published more than 60 journal articles and chapters in edited books.

ABOUT KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

Since its founding in 1963, Kennesaw State University has been known for its entrepreneurial spirit and sense of community. Kennesaw State is Georgia's third-largest university, with more than 33,000 undergraduate and graduate students — nearly 5,200 residing on campus — representing 130 countries. Accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Kennesaw State offers nearly 150 bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral degrees.

A comprehensive university, Kennesaw State is dedicated to research, teaching and service and provides a unique blend of academic excellence, vibrant student life and world-class facilities. Kennesaw State has been recognized for its First-Year Experience program and as one of the most innovative universities in the region by U.S. News & World Report. The University's nursing program is the largest in Georgia. Its nursing students are highly sought-after in the medical community and have some of the highest passing rates on the statewide licensing exam. The Bagwell College of Education is the second-largest producer of teachers in the state, and the Michael J. Coles College of Business boasts one of the top 50 part-time MBA programs in the country as ranked by U.S. News & World Report.

Since 2009, the University has awarded Global Engagement Certifications to graduate and undergraduate students as part of its commitment to enhancing the global experience. Kennesaw State competes at the NCAA Division I level in the Atlantic Sun Conference. In 2015, the University's first football team took the field, competing in the Football Championship Subdivision as an associate member of the Big South Conference.

As one of four comprehensive universities in Georgia, Kennesaw State poised to become a world-class institution.

THE COMMENCEMENT

Rather than an ending, commencement — both the word and the ceremony — represents a beginning. It is appropriate that an occasion marking the beginning of a new phase of life should be conducted with proper ceremony and tradition. The ceremony of commencement celebrated at colleges and universities throughout the world has its roots in the scholastic traditions of the Middle Ages. It is an ancient, dignified and highly symbolic ritual of conclusion and emergence, a rite of passage into a new life.

MARSHALS/BATONS

Faculty members from each college are chosen to serve as marshals and to assist with the ceremony. These marshals carry KSU batons — created for the inauguration of President Daniel S. Papp — as they lead the procession lines. Like the mace, the baton was originally a war club, though miniature in stature. The four batons, created by biology professor Bowman Davis, are hand-turned staff made out of walnut, featuring a hand-carved, stylized owl, complete with an ebony finish to reflect the styling of the mace. Gold and black tassels complete the batons.

THE DAI’S PARTY

The dai’s party is the last group in the procession to enter the hall. The group consists of the president, the provost and vice president for academic affairs, cabinet members, the registrar, deans of the colleges and invited honored guests, such as the commencement speaker and recipients of awards. When members of the dais party reach their seats, the procession ends. The chief faculty marshal declares the candidates for graduation to be assembled and the ceremony begins.

THE KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY MACE

The honor of leading the academic procession as chief faculty marshal is given to a distinguished Teacher of the Year. Faculty members from each college are chosen to serve as student and faculty marshals and to assist with the ceremony. The ceremonial staff carried by the chief faculty marshal of the academic procession is a symbol of the rich traditions of higher education. The practice of carrying a mace dates back to the Middle Ages, when the mace was designed to be used as a weapon. It was carried by a respected senior member of the community who was chosen to protect and guide the leaders as their group traveled through crowded streets. Kennesaw State takes special pride in its mace, which was designed by Patrick Taylor, former chairman of the Department of Visual Arts, and handcrafted on campus. The polished bronze handgrip is actually a stylized owl. In addition to being Kennesaw State’s mascot, it is the symbol of Athena, the Greek goddess of wisdom. The globe near the top of the mace represents graduates going out into the world. Topping the globe is the traditional symbol of higher education — a lamp of learning, with a flame representing the quest for knowledge. A large bronze medallion displaying the university seal is part of the globe and the festive ribbons streaming from the crown that cradles the globe represent the university colors.

THE CHAIN OF OFFICE

The president of the university wears a gold chain and medallion around his neck, denoting the status of the highest-ranking authority over the ceremony. The medallion bears the official university seal. The Kennesaw State University seal is an adaptation of the state seal of Georgia with Kennesaw Mountain in the background. M. Thompson Salter III, provost emeritus of art and a charter member of the faculty, designed the seal.

GONFALONS

The third presidential inauguration at KSU ushered in many new changes, including the academic gonfalons. Banners suspended on a crossbar, gonfalons are another piece of medieval history that have been incorporated into academic tradition. Originally designed by Holly Miller, the gonfalons were redesigned following consolidation to include all 13 colleges at Kennesaw State University.

ACADEMIC REGALIA

The caps and gowns worn at commencement connect contemporary graduates with scholarly tradition that dates back as long as universities have existed. Clerics, ecclesiastics and scholars wore hoods or caps and heavy gowns at European universities during the Middle Ages. Beginning in the middle of the 14th century, scholars at English universities wore an academic costume of "bunge- and sand-colored habits." A costume for commencement has been a tradition since the beginning of higher education in America. In 1895, the Intercollegiate Bureau of Academic Costume was created and a standard cap was adopted. The academic cap and gown costume for commencements was adopted. It calls for the existing cap and gown (the traditional bachelor’s gown with long, open, pointed sleeves) and the master’s gown (with its long sleeves hanging down from the elbow) to set apart the graduates. The doctoral gown has bell-shaped sleeves, with three velvet stripes on each sleeve.
Kennesaw State University

DISCIPLINE COLORS
Maize: Agriculture
White: Art, Letters and Humanities
Drake: Business Administration
Red and Gold: Chemistry
Lilac: Dentistry
Copper: Economics
Light Blue: Education
Orange: Engineering
Brown: Fine Arts, Architecture
Russel: Forestry
Maroon: Home Economics
Crimson: Journalism
Purple: Law
Lemon: Library Science
Green: Medicine
Pink: Music
Apricot: Nursing
Silver Gray: Oratory
Olive Green: Pharmacy
Dark Blue: Philosophy
Sage Green: Physical Education
Peacock Blue: Public Administration
Salmon Pink: Public Health
Gold Yellow: Science
Citron: Social Work
Scarlet: Theology or Divinity
Gray: Veterinary Science

HONOR SOCIETIES
Students who are members of honor societies at Kennesaw State University are eligible to wear the following designations of their respective society at graduation:

Alpha Kappa Delta, Sociology – teal honor cord
Alpha Psi Omega, Theater – blue and gold cords
Beta Alpha Psi, Accounting – red ribbon with medallion
Beta Beta Beta, Biology – green ribbon with medallion
Beta Gamma Sigma, Business – blue and gold honor cords
Gamma Theta Upsilon, Geography – light blue stole
Kappa Delta Pi, Education – green, purple and gold honor cords
Lambda Lambda Alpha, Anthropology – white stole
Lambda Pi Eta, Communication – red and white honor cords
Nu Delta Alpha, Dance – burgundy and gold honor cords
Omicron Delta Epsilon, Economics – blue and gold honor cords
Pi Delta Phi, French – blue and red honor cords
Pi Kappa Lambda, Music – white and gold cords
Pi Sigma Alpha, Political Science – purple and gold honor cords
Sigma Delta Pi, Spanish – gold and red honor cords
Sigma Theta Tau, Nursing – orchid and white honor cords
Sigma Tau Delta, English – red and black honor cords
Tau Upsilon Alpha, Human Services – gold with royal blue lettering
Phi Alpha, Social Work Honor Society – gold honor cord
Phi Alpha Theta, History – red and blue honor cords
Phi Beta Delta, International Scholars Society – medallion with red and gold ribbon
Phi Eta Sigma – black and gold cords
Phi Kappa Phi, all majors – gold, white and blue medallion with royal-blue ribbon
Phi Lambda Upsilon, National Chemistry Honor Society – red and gold epaulets
Psi Chi, Psychology – blue and gold honor cords
Blue Key National Honor Society – blue honor cords
Golden Key International Honor Society – gold honor medallion with blue and gold ribbons
National Society of Collegiate Scholars, all majors – burgundy and gold cords
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Gaudeamus Igitur
Anonymous, 18th Century German Melody
Lyrics by Cynthia Parks ’82

Kennesaw, dear Kennesaw,
Nestled in the Georgia pines,
What a special place you hold,
Treasured in this heart of mine.
For the candles you set burning,
Lighting paths of love of learning,
For the gifts you have given me,
Kennesaw, I will cherish thee.

Kennesaw, dear Kennesaw,
Fairest of the Southland’s fame,
Sons and daughters gathered here,
Stand to praise thy lovely name.
For the friendships that were made here,
For the dreams we dared to dream here,
Kennesaw, we will cherish thee,
Kennesaw, we will cherish thee.